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The I-mode is an improved confinement regime of tokamak plasmas operating in the un-
favourable ion ∇B-drift direction combining H-mode–like energy confinement with L-mode-like
particle and impurity transport r1s. To qualify the I-mode as an operating scenario for ITER thresh-
old and accessibility studies r2s also on a multimachine basis r3s are needed. Even if the I-mode
might not be considered as a promising scenario for ITER, studies of turbulence in I-mode may offer
a better understanding of the physics of the interaction of energy and particle transport barriers
in general. The mechanism which selectively reduces only one of the transport channels is not
understood. In the present contribution the turbulence characteristics of I-mode plasmas in ASDEX-
Upgrade (AUG) have been studied in detail. In AUG the WCM appear at frequencies around
100 kHz with a width of a few 10 kHz r4s. The GAM advects the WCM and leads to the broadening
through the Doppler effect r4s. In AUG magnetic fluctuations already present in L-mode close to
the WCM frequency are amplified during the I-mode. Using the measured background profiles
the gyrokinetic eigenvalue solver LIGKA is used to determine the kinetic continuum branches
of the GAM and the geodesic Alfvénic mode (GAlf). The frequency of the magnetic fluctuations
close to the WCM frequency coincides with the GAlf frequency r4s. Comparisons with the Mirnov
coils show the characteristic toroidal and poloidal mode numbers of the GAlf of zero and one,
respectively r4s. The origin of the WCM lies in the intermittent events, which exhibit a wavelet-like
temporal structure where the characteristic frequency coincides with the centre-of-mass frequency
of theWCM r5s. Possible generation scenarios for the bursts are discussed. The nonlinear interaction
between GAM, WCM and the bursts will be discussed based on a detailed bispectral analysis of
nonlocal interactions in frequency space of the experimental data. The importance of the solitary
events for a selective density transport remains an open issue.
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Abstract:
Turbulence in the I-mode confinement regime of ASDEX Upgrade exhibits beside strong
geodesic acoustic mode (GAM) activity two prominent features, the weakly coherent mode
(WCM) and strongly intermittent solitary density perturbations. The nonlinear interaction
between these structures is studied in detail by means of a conditional averaged wavelet-
bicoherence analysis. The wavelet analysis reveals that the WCM appears as these density
bursts. The GAM is coupled to all frequency scales of the velocity fluctuations via a
modulational instability. The WCM is broadened through the Doppler effect by the GAM
flow. The WCM shows coupling to higher frequencies prior to the bursts indicating a wave-
steepening-like process.
1 Introduction
As large ELMs are a serious concern for fusion reactors and even for ITER, intrinsically
ELM-free regimes with good confinement as the I-mode would be an ideal operation
regime. The I-mode is an improved confinement regime of tokamak plasmas operating in
the unfavorable ion∇B-drift direction combining H-mode-like energy confinement with L-
mode-like particle and impurity transport [1]. An unharmful disadvantage is provided by
the high L-I threshold compared to the L-H threshold in favorable ion ∇B-drift direction
[2]. Furthermore, the I-mode often evolves slowly in an uncontrolled manner, until a
transition to H-mode occurs [2]. To qualify the I-mode as an operating scenario for
ITER, threshold and accessibility studies [2] also on a multi-machine basis [3] are needed.
Even if the I-mode might not be considered as a promising scenario for ITER, studies of
turbulence in I-mode may offer a better understanding of the physics of the interaction
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of energy and particle transport barriers in general. The mechanism which selectively
reduces only one of the transport channels is not understood. In the present contribution
the turbulence characteristics of I-mode plasmas in ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) have been
studied in detail. Two prominent features, the weakly coherent mode (WCM) [4] and the
appearance of strongly intermittent density bursts [5, 6] as well as their connection are
highlighted. Recent progress on confinement properties of I-mode plasmas in AUG can
be found in [2, 6].
FIG. 1: (a) Spectrum of density fluctuations from hopping reflectometry and (b) poloidal
magnetic fluctuations in L- and I-mode.
The ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (AUG) has major and minor horizontal radii of R0 =
1.65m and a = 0.5m, respectively. In the experiments the toroidal magnetic field strength
was Bt = −2.5 T and the plasma current was Ip = 1 MA. The presented discharge is in the
upper-single null configuration, where the ion ∇B-drift is directed away from the X-point
providing the necessary high power threshold for H-mode access. Details on discharge
parameters including background profiles can be found in [4, 5, 6].
2 Frequency spectra of fluctuations during I-mode
In I-mode low frequency turbulence is effectively reduced and the general characteristic
fluctuation feature of the I-mode is the weakly coherent mode (WCM) [7, 4] (Fig. 1a).
It is located in the steep gradient region at the very edge of the plasma [4]. In AUG the
WCM appears at frequencies around 100 kHz with a width of a few 10 kHz (Fig. 1a) [4]. A
coexisting geodesic acoustic mode (GAM) periodically advects the WCM and leads to the
broadening through the Doppler effect [4] This resembles the energy transfer [8]. In AUG
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magnetic fluctuations close to the WCM are amplified during the I-mode (Fig. 1a and
b). In contrast to the GAM, these magnetic fluctuations are already present in L-mode
(Fig. 1b). As seen in the early weak I-mode the frequencies of the WCM and the magnetic
fluctuations do not coincide (Fig. 1a and b). Using the measured background profiles, the
gyrokinetic eigenvalue solver LIGKA [9] determines the kinetic continuum branches of the
GAM and a global Alfe´nic mode (similar to previous observations in TFTR [10]) called
the geodesic Alfe´nic mode (GAlf), here. The frequency of the magnetic fluctuations close
to the WCM frequency coincides with the GAlf frequency [4]. Comparisons with signals
from the Mirnov coils show the characteristic toroidal and poloidal mode numbers of the
GAlf of zero and one, respectively [4].
3 Strongly intermittent density fluctuations in I-mode
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FIG. 2: Comparison of turbulence amplitude behavior in (a) L- and (b) I-mode measured
with Doppler reflectometry.
While the background density turbulence level is reduced compared to the L-mode
level, the I-mode in AUG exhibits strong intermittent density bursts causing a heavy-tail
probability distribution function [5, 6]. The bursts exhibit a solitary-shape and last for
about 2–10 µs [5, 6]. It has been shown that these bursts are connected with the WCM
[5, 6]. Most importantly, the intermittent events show up in the divertor several tens of
microseconds later than observed with the Doppler reflectometer (DR) in the confined
region at a radial position close to the minimum radial electric field [6]. The divertor
impact in combination with the strong density perturbation in the confined region let
suggest that these bursts are playing an important role in hampering the density pedestal
to develop.
The origin of the WCM lies in the intermittent events, which exhibit a wavelet-like
temporal structure where the characteristic frequency coincides with the centre-of-gravity
frequency of the WCM [5]. Complementary to the previous analysis a wavelet-based
approach is used here. For strongly intermittent time series containing short-lived events
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FIG. 3: Turbulent amplitude of density fluctuations measured by Doppler reflectometry
(a), wavelet transform of these density fluctuations (b), and of the center-of-gravity fluc-
tuations as a proxy for perpendicular velocity fluctutions (c).
a wavelet analysis avoids averaging out temporally localized events compared to a Fourier-
based analysis. The wavelet transform is given by
n˜(t)→ n˜(f, t) =
∫
dt′ψ(t− t′)n˜(t′) (1)
where the Morlet wavelet ψ(t) = C(ei2pit − e−2pi
2
)e−t
2/2 is used here. Figure 3a shows
the density fluctuation amplitude measured by DR in I-mode, its wavelet transform is
shown in Fig. 3b. The main WCM activity is temporally localized within the density
bursts. Strong activity of global modes (as the GAM or WCM) can lead to strongly local-
ized turbulent activity. Due to turbulence localization the transport can become bursty
[12]. The poloidal velocity of the GAM and WCM have been estimated by DR. Velocity
fluctuations are approximated by the center of gravity of the Doppler shift [11] given by
cgr =
∫
dffS(f)/(
∫
dfS(f)) with the power spectrum S(f) of the Doppler reflectome-
ter heterodyne signal. The center of gravity is calculated for subwindows of 1 µs length
corresponding to 25 points (25 MHz acquisition). The amplitude of the Doppler reflec-
tometer heterodyne signal is proportional to density fluctuations n˜. Also the amplitude
of the reflectometer heterodyne signal is averaged over 1 µs. The wavelet transform of
the center of gravity fluctuations is shown in Fig. 3c. The density burst are accompa-
nied by strong fluctuations in the velocity at the WCM frequency. Also a strong activity
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at the frequency of the GAM-like mode is observed prior and during the density burst.
The nonlinear interaction between GAM, WCM and the bursts will be discussed in the
following.
4 Nonlinear interaction between GAM, WCM and
density bursts
FIG. 4: Conditional averaged density burst (red, a), its wavelet power spectrum (a), the
conditional averaged cross-bicoherence bˆn˜n˜c˜(f1, f2, τ) at τ = −20 µs (b), τ = −10 µs (c)
and τ = 0 µs (d) with respect to the conditionally averaged density burst.
To investigate the nonlinear coupling between GAM, WCM and the density bursts
the conditional averaged wavelet-bicoherence [13] is calculated. It is based on three ex-
isting techniques, the wavelet analysis, the bispectral analysis and conditional averaging.
Bispectral analysis is used to investigate the nonlinear interaction between different fre-
quencies. The wavelet analysis is needed to investigate short-lived events like the density
bursts in I-mode and the conditional average provides the possibility to focus on these
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FIG. 5: Conditional averaged density burst (red, a), the wavelet power spectrum of the
center-of-gravity fluctuations (a), the conditional averaged auto-bicoherence bˆc˜c˜c˜(f1, f2, τ)
at τ = −20 µs (b), τ = −10 µs (c) and τ = 0 µs (d) with respect to the conditionally
averaged density burst.
events. Via advection by the flow v⊥, the density n˜ is subject to a nonlinearity v˜⊥∇⊥n˜
which can be studied by means of the cross-bicoherence of the fluctuations in density
n˜(f1) and the center of gravity c˜gr(f2)
bˆn˜n˜c˜(f1, f2, t) =
√
‖〈n˜(f1, t)c˜gr(f2, t)n˜∗(f1 + f2, t)〉‖2
〈‖n˜(f1, t)c˜gr(f2, t)‖〉2〈‖n˜(f1 + f2, t)‖〉2
. (2)
This cross-bicoherence gives the degree of phase locking between the three different modes
n˜(f1), c˜gr(f2) and n˜(f1 + f2) and takes values between zero and one. Phase locking is
a necessary condition for nonlinear coupling. Fluctuating data of 100 ms (3.8–3.9 s)
conditionally averaged containing over 180 events exceeding the standard deviation by
a factor of 5 at the rising edge of the density perturbation. The conditionally averaged
density burst is shown in Fig. 4a (with the red line) together with its wavelet power
spectrum.
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First, the general coupling features are described. In I-mode a pronounced coupling of
the center of gravity proportional to velocity fluctuations at low frequency of the GAM-
like mode (∼ 10 kHz) with the WCM (70–140 kHz) is found (see (A) in Fig. 4b–d) as
reported previously [4]. The WCM itself also is nonlinearly coupled to other frequencies.
The velocity fluctuations of the WCM are coupled to fluctuations near the WCM frequency
(see (B) in Fig. 4b–d). The coupling between the GAM-like mode and the WCM can be
observed in the auto-bicoherence of the center-of-gravity fluctuations
bˆc˜c˜c˜(f1, f2, t) =
√
‖〈c˜gr(f1, t)c˜gr(f2, t)c˜∗gr(f1 + f2, t)〉‖
2
〈‖c˜gr(f1, t)c˜gr(f2, t)‖〉2〈‖c˜gr(f1 + f2, t)‖〉2
. (3)
The conditionally averaged wavelet spectrum shows increased amplitude at the GAM
frequency prior to the conditionally averaged burst compared to after it (Fig. 5a). In
the velocity fluctuations (Fig. 5a) the WCM can be observed earlier than in the density
fluctuations (Fig. 4a). In general, the GAM frequency is coupled to all other frequencies
indicating the modulation instability (see (C) in Fig. 5b–d).
Next the time dependence of the nonlinear coupling process is described. At τ = −20
µs the velocity fluctuations of the WCM are coupled to higher frequencies f1 > 140 kHz
in the density (see (D) in Fig. 4b). At this time (τ = −20 µs) velocity fluctuations at the
WCM frequency f1 = fWCM are coupled to high frequency fluctuations f2 > 250 kHz (see
(E) in Fig.5b). Later (τ = −10 µs) these velocity fluctuations f1 > 250 kHz couple to
even higher frequency density fluctuations f2 > 300 kHz (see (F) in Fig.4c). Like in a self
steepening process higher and higher frequencies are getting involved into the generation
of the burst (see (G) in Fig.5c). At τ = −10 µs high frequency velocity fluctuations
f = f1 + f2 > 250 kHz are coupled to low frequencies f2 < 100 kHz (see (H) in Fig.5c),
which couple later (τ = 0 µs) with low frequency density fluctuations f ,f1,f2 < 200 kHz
(see (I) in Fig.4d). Therefore before the burst disappears the reversed process can be
observed and lower frequencies are getting involved.
5 Summary
Recent studies of I-mode turbulence have shown two prominent features, the weakly co-
herent mode and strongly intermittent density bursts. The divertor impact in combination
with the strong density perturbation in the confined region let suggest that these bursts
are playing an important role in hampering the density pedestal to develop [6]. As in-
dicated in [6] and shown by the wavelet analysis here (Fig. 3) both features represent
the same phenomenon. In ASDEX Upgrade the WCM appears mainly as short-lived
(2–10 µs) intermittent density fluctuations at the WCM frequency. A strong activity of
global modes (the GAM in the I-mode case) leads to strongly localized turbulent activity.
Due to high turbulent amplitudes, nonlinear processes are getting more important and
the transport can become bursty [12]. The WCM also modulates density fluctuations at
higher frequencies, but the nonlinear behavior prior to the bursts shows also an increase
in high frequency activity similar to a wave-steepening process. A Korteweg-de-Vries-like
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nonlinearity could be responsible for the intermittent behavior and the solitary wave-
forms as observed in the experiment [5]. A similar idea has been recently published by
Krasheninnikov [14]. The explicit temperature gradient dependence of this nonlinearity
given in Ref. [5] may explain why the bursts are that pronounced in I-mode [5]. However,
the mechanism which selectively reduces only one of the transport channels remains an
open issue.
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